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Strong frame easy to move, assisted changeover driven from the 

machine HMI, testing specification in the monitor. 

Electronic system with led light for an easy maintenance. 

Double station machine, available also single station. 

 

Water faucets leak and flow testing. 

 

• Lean production. 

• Prototypes. 

• Repairing area. 

 

Can do several different test, as: 

 

• Just one fixture for all model 

• Leak test on 3 chambers 

• By-pass leak test. 

• Exit flow control. 

• Flexible hose test allowed. 

• Any scratch on the polished side 

• Assisted setup by HMI 

• Locking by the installation thread. 

  

The testing program can be done directly 

from the operator in the machine HMI or off 

line, 60 program steps can be linked to create 

a testing sequence without knowing any 

program language, the testing sequence may 

include also some manual operations driven 

from the machine CNC. 
All the testing data are stored in the machine 

CNC in order to allow the traceability of the 

production and quality. The machine 

calibration is managed form a dedicated 

program that will store the calibration data in 

a separate file. 

   

All the faucets above can be tested in the same fixture, just 

adjusting the pitch and the locking thread. 

 

   
Each station can check the same model or two different 

model with a different program. 

The two stations are completely independent one wok when 

the other is loaded or  unloaded.  
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Universal testing fixtures, CNC locking, angle adjusting driven 

from the CNC directly on the operator HMI. 

Can test every kind of faucets included the model with flexible 

hoses already assembled. 

 

Interchangeable pallets tailor made for every pieces. 

 

         
            USB and NETWORK.      Code Reader       Smart info 

               
           Process traceability trough, Barcode,   

           Qcode/Datamatrix (optional). 

OPERATOR INTERFACE (HMI)   

 

All the machine working steps, are displayed on 

the monitor with a clear description and a picture 

or a sketch that show the area of the machine 

where an eventually fault happened. 

Several languages available and upgradeable. 

 

 
 
EFFICIENCY 

 

Sometime may happen that also the most 

performing machine don’t give the forecasted 

production of the day, the understand of what 

happened is not easy because involve also the 

people who work on the machine, like who have 

to refill the feeder or who have to fix and reset the 

machine after a fault. 

  
A couple of tables show to the operator the 

production shared from pieces right and pieces 

wrong with the causality of the wrong with its 

own totals. The second table show the total of the 

hours of the machine on line, the total of the work 

hours, and the dead hours with the causality. 

  

 
Fixture setup table, the setup is assisted from the CNC HMI 

reading electronically the position adjusted from the 

operator and comparing it with the programmed one. 

 
                         Leak and flow test graphic in real time. 

 

 


